
RR-345.01
Building Area: (sf)
50,000

Cost per Square Foot: 
$320

Construction Cost
$16,000.000

Date of Completion:
December 2020

Program Summary:
Adaptive reuse turning an existing historic 7-story structure in the 
French Quarter into a hotel. First new hotel in the French Quarter in 
50 years.
Program Statement:
This hotel utilizes the historic features of the original building to 
speak to a new modern purpose. A former 19th century sugar 
warehouse, this project is an innovative example of adaptive reuse 
and historic preservation. The hotel thoughtfully portrays a balance 
between the timeless sophistication of so many New Orleans 
buildings and the industrial history of the site, French Quarter, and 
Southeast Louisiana. The seven-story white brick building built in 
1884 by American Sugar Refining Company is one of few restored 
remnants of the New Orleans Sugar District and the first new hotel in 
the French Quarter in half a century. The hotel features 83 guest 
rooms and suites on eight different floors, an eighth-floor penthouse, 
a recently opened restaurant on the first floor, and spaces for private 
events. The architect felt it critical to showcase original architectural 
and design elements of the building—particularly the loading dock, 
brick walls, columns, and wood beams—and coordinated with the 
interior designer to deliver a modern-luxury concept that still felt 
deeply connected to the building’s history. The project required 
extensive review and collaboration with the City of New Orleans 
Vieux Carré Commission, The State Historic Preservation Office, and 
the National Park Service. Creative solutions, such as intumescent 
coating  on original joists serving as a passive fire measure, were 
implemented throughout the process to realize the project.  Since 
opening, the hotel has received positive local, national, and 
international press and media coverage. 



RR-345.02
111 Iberville (Early 1900s)

Photograph of the original building 
site from the early 1900’s 
(highlighted). The industrial design of 
the site played a key part inspiring 
the renovation and preservation of 
architectural elements while 
highlighting the building’s previous 
functions.



RR-345.03
Historical Site Plans of New Orleans 
Sugar Mill District

Sanborn fire insurance maps for the 
American Sugar Refining Co. via the 
Tulane University Southeastern 
Architectural Archive. Programming 
notes for each floor detail the 
functions of the building when 
operating as a sugar refinery.
You can also see an awning which 
previously wrapped around the site, 
elements of which you can still see 
on the building’s facade.



RR-345.04
Site Plans

Top: First Floor
Bottom: Second Floor

Green: Outdoor space and pool deck

Blue: Pool

Red: Loading Dock and Entry

Gray: Original Building



RR-345.05
Site Plans

Top: 3rd-7th Floors
Bottom: Penthouse

Gray: Original Building

Green: Outdoor space for the 
penthouse level



RR-345.06
North Peters Facade

Top: Before and After, respectively. 
On the second floor, you can see the 
steel framing embedded where the 
conveyor belt would span across the 
train tracks to the adjacent refinery 
building. The remnants of the other 
conveyor belt is also visible from the 
Iberville facade. Reference Sanborn 
maps on page .03.

Below: Dusk view of the Hotel’s 
facade on North Peters.



RR-345.07
Entrance

The entry way is the former loading 
dock from the sugar refinery. The 
glass doors can slide and stack on 
top of each other to create an open 
air experience or closed for a more 
intimate space or accommodate 
weather conditions. Whether opened 
or closed, the expansive retractable 
openings allow the space to capture 
the functionality of the original 
loading dock.



RR-345.08
Lobby Before and After

The lobby needed to immediately 
communicate to guests the aesthetic 
of contemporary luxury while 
celebrating the industrial significance 
of the building. The modern finishes 
and interior decorating accentuate 
the existing architectural features 
such as the columns, brick archway, 
and exposed ceiling joists. Custom 
lobby mill work at the ceiling was 
milled from existing joists.



RR-345.09
Restaurant on First Floor, Before 
and After

Before and after of the restaurant on 
the first floor of the restaurant. The 
restaurant’s name draws inspiration 
from the upriver area historically 
known as the batture, a critical 
component in the early New Orleans 
levee system and public life. Open to 
the lobby, pool, and loading dock, 
the restaurant is where one can feel 
the scale and history of the building. 
This space was designed to be the 
center of activity for both guests 
staying at the hotel and an attractive 
destination for locals.



RR-345.10
Pool and Loading Dock, Before and 
After

The loading dock adapted to 
become the  hotel’s entry can be 
opened or closed on all three sides, 
including to the pool deck. Pool 
access through the loading dock or 
restaurant encourages both guests 
and locals to enjoy the amenities.



RR-345.11
Guest Suite, Before and After

Featured only twice on the building, 
this large set of windows only occurs 
on the fourth floor on opposite sides 
of the structure. One faces the 
French Quarter, the other faces the 
New Orleans Riverbend. However, 
the side facing the French Quarter 
(pictured) is the only room containing 
both windows for an incredible view 
of N. Peters Street.



RR-345.12
Penthouse

The existing building featured an 
eighth floor with 1,000 sqft of utility 
penthouse space. This penthouse 
was expanded to capture four 
rooftop suites, with expansive views 
for 360 degrees.
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